
STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Emerging statistics on excess mortality rates paint an alarming picture. Far more people died in

2021, after the rollout of the COVID shots, and in 2022, than during the height of the COVID

pandemic in 2020. I will review some of those shocking statistics — which are mirrored around

the world — in a moment.

But while rational people look at these Fgures and ask themselves what the most apparent and

likely cause behind this sudden rise in deaths of working-age adults and younger people might

be, mainstream media are trying to divert your attention from the elephant in the room — mass

injection with experimental gene transfer technology — to anything and everything but that.

Lockdowns Blamed for Excess Deaths

In an August 18, 2022, article,  Telegraph science editor Sarah Knapton blames the “unexplained

excess deaths” on “the effects of lockdown.” She writes:

“Figures for excess deaths from the O4ce for National Statistics (ONS) show that around

1,000 more people than usual are currently dying each week from conditions other than

the virus.

The ... Department of Health has ordered an investigation into the Ggures amid concern

that the deaths are linked to delays to and deferment of treatment for conditions such as

cancer, diabetes and heart disease. Over the past two months, the number of excess

deaths not from Covid dwarfs the number linked to the virus ...

Dr. Charles Levinson, the chief executive of Doctorcall, a private GP service, said his

company was seeing ‘far too many’ cases of undetected cancers and cardiac problems,

as well as ‘disturbing’ numbers of mental health conditions.

‘Hundreds and hundreds of people dying every week — what is going on?’ he said. ‘Delays

in seeking and receiving healthcare are no doubt the driving force, in my view.’”

Cardiovascular Problems Kill in Record Numbers

ONS data released August 16, 2022, show excess deaths in England and Wales were, as of

August 5, 14.4% higher than the Fve-year average, which works out to 1,350 more deaths per

week than normal, Knapton reports.  As you can see in the graph  below, COVID is only involved

in a small number of those deaths.

In all, non-COVID deaths are now more than three times that of COVID-related deaths. According

to the U.K. OZce for Health Improvement and Disparities, a majority of these excess deaths were

“preventable heart and stroke and diabetes-related conditions.”

However, while lack of routine health care — people avoiding seeing their doctors for fear of

COVID or due to various restrictions — may well have played a role, cardiovascular problems such

as heart attacks and strokes are the primary side effects of the jab as well.

A Look at US Mortality Data

The identical trend is also seen in the U.S. In Part 1 of a three-part series,  The Ethical Skeptic —

self-described as a former intelligence oZcer and strategies for nations facing corruption

challenges — reviews data from the U.S. National Center for Health Statistics showing “stark

increase trends beginning in the Frst week of April 2021.”

“This date of inception is no coincidence, in that it also happens to coincide with a key

inRection point regarding a speciGc body-system intervention in most of the U.S.

population,” The Ethical Skeptic notes.

He describes how, at the very end of May 2021, an “odd signal” developed in his COVID tracking

models. This odd signal came in the form of an ICD death code (International ClassiFcation of

Diseases code) called R00-R99, which stands for “Symptoms, signs and abnormal clinical and

laboratory Fndings, not elsewhere classiFed.” In other words, deaths from undetermined causes.

As a result of this odd signal, he started tracking these R00-R99 deaths, along with 11 other ICD-

10 (the 10 stands for 10th revision, which is the most recent), such as suicides and overdoses, as

well as a statistic called “Excess non-COVID natural cause deaths.” The data The Ethical Skeptic

used for his models were derived from three primary databases:

1. The U.S. Center for Disease Control and Prevention: Weekly Counts of Deaths by State and

Select Causes, 2014-2019

2. The CDC’s Weekly Provisional Counts of Deaths by State and Select Causes, 2020-2022

3. The CDC’s Wonder: Provisional Mortality Statistics, 2018 through Last Month – Query by

Constraint Engine

CDC Is Scrubbing Death Records

Non-COVID mortality saw a mild uptick in October 2020, an effect The Ethical Skeptic attributes

to “the systemic damage which the SARS-CoV-2 infection and virus spike protein can produce in

the human body. An erstwhile COVID delayed death if you will.”

The noticeable explosion of non-COVID deaths didn’t occur until Week 14, 2021, and “by the end

of 2021 it had become abundantly clear that U.S. citizens were not just dying of COVID-19 to the

excess, they were also now dying of something else, and at a rate which eventually became

higher than that of COVID itself,” he writes.

Disturbingly, he discovered that death records were inexplicably being redacted and deleted

during a very crucial time period — Weeks 4 through 20 in 2022. “It is hard to envision a scenario

explaining this 52,000-record data tampering across the most at-risk weeks ... of 2022, as not

constituting malicious obfuscation of U.S. citizen mortality data,” he writes.

Deep Dive Into US Death Statistics

His article is chockfull of charts for those who want to take a deeper dive into the statistics, but

here are some extracts of his Fndings:

“The charts of particular concern ... include the charts featuring stark post MMWR Week

14, 2021 rises in mortality. SpeciGcally, they are

Excess non-COVID natural cause, 5+ sigma

Cancer and lymphomas, 9+ sigma

Other respiratory conditions, 2 sigma

Nephritis/Nephrotic syndrome, 4 sigma

Septicemia, 2 sigma

Heart diseases and ailments, 2 sigma

All other ICD-10 tracked natural cause deaths, 4 sigma

... While there are indeed increases in deaths incumbent inside the other ICD-10 codes,

those increases appeared to plausibly conform to their same arrival patterns for 2020 as

well. In other words, they appeared to be heavily Covid-related in their dynamics, both

before and after the Week 14 2021 inRection.

Of particular concern, are those deaths which relate to body-wide regulatory systems as

opposed to speciGc organs or causes. In other words, cancer and lymphomas, heart,

autonomous myocarditis/pericarditis/conductive disorders, injuries to the liver and

kidneys, etc.

These are not only the canaries in the coal mine in terms of pathology, but may serve to

indicate as well that a pervasive systemic disruption is at play inside the average U.S.

citizen human physiology, especially over the last 71 weeks. These are the death groups

which exhibit the most stark trend of increase post MMWR Week 14, 2021 ...

[Let] us for a moment also review the compelling rationale behind the MMWR Week 14

2021 inRection date. This date is a critical matter of concern for no small reason. Its

derivation is no coincidence. The ‘Doses and Deaths Comparison Chart’, Exhibit B below,

outlines why.

Exhibit B — The MMWR Week 14, 2021 inRection date also happens to correspond to the

fastest velocity in administered vaccine doses inside the U.S. population. The red line is

Excess Non-COVID Natural Cause Mortality extracted from the data behind Exhibit E

below.”

According to The Ethical Skeptic, three types of death record codes in particular are signaling

“population-wide systemic health disruption,” and those are: “Excess malignant neoplasm and

lymphoma” deaths (coded C00-C97), “Symptoms, signs and abnormal clinical and laboratory

Fndings, not elsewhere classiFed” deaths (R00-R99) and “Excess non-COVID natural cause”

deaths. All three trend very sharply against historical baselines.

“ Without a shadow of a doubt, we have
established that right now there exists a problem
in terms of U.S. citizen health and mortality. One
which is differentiated from COVID-19 itself, and
began in earnest MMWR Week 14 of 2021. ~ The
Ethical Skeptic”

For example, cancer and lymphoma deaths are now at a 9+ Sigma level, although it could

potentially be higher. According to The Ethical Skeptic, 43,935 death records relating to “potential

myocarditis, cancer, pericarditis, conductive, nephrosis, liver, and/or lymphoma deaths” have

been removed from the CDC data sets, and as of his writing of that article had not been put back

in or reassigned to another ICD code.

“That is 7% of the total deaths for the period in question, and possibly 15 to 25% of these

highly concerning death ICD-10 groups’ trend data — missing. Even absent this data

however, the entailed trends are alarming,” he writes.

US Excess Non-COVID Natural Cause Deaths

The Ethical Skeptic continues:

“Finally, we end with the most important chart of all — the chart which indicates deaths

which are not from accidents, suicide, addiction, assault, abuse, despair, disruption, nor

COVID-19. The Excess Non-COVID Natural Cause Mortality chart which we began

monitoring on May 29th 2021. What I called then, the ‘What the hell is this?’ chart.

As one can see, we have lost 349,000 younger Americans to something besides COVID

and non-natural death, during the period from 3 April 2021 to 13 August 2022.

The current rate of mortality in this ICD categorization, is around 5,000 – 8,000 per week

... which exceeds most weeks of the COVID pandemic itself (save for the absolute peak

periods). By now, if all these mortality excesses were indeed a holdover from COVID-19

itself, they should have already begun to tail off. Unfortunately, they are not only not

tailing off, in many cases they are still increasing.

Exhibit E — Excess Non-COVID Natural Cause Deaths are at an all time high as of MMWR

Week 32 of 2022. 349,000 U.S. citizens have died of some additional factor since MMWR

Week 14 of 2021. The current rate of excess mortality represents a Gve-week average of

5+ sigma in excess (hedging conservatively for lag).

Accordingly, and without a shadow of a doubt, we have established that right now there

exists a problem in terms of U.S. citizen health and mortality. One which is differentiated

from COVID-19 itself, and began in earnest MMWR Week 14 of 2021.”

COVID Jabs Impair Immune Function

Kenji Yamamoto with the Department of Cardiovascular Surgery at the Okamura Memorial

Hospital in Japan has also sounded the alarm, speciFcally highlighting the COVID jabs’ ability to

impair your immune function. In a commentary published in the Virology Journal June 5, 2022,

Yamamoto noted:

“Recently, The Lancet published a study  on the effectiveness of COVID-19 vaccines and

the waning of immunity with time. The study showed that immune function among

vaccinated individuals 8 months after the administration of two doses of COVID-19

vaccine was lower than that among the unvaccinated individuals ...

The decrease in immunity can be caused by several factors such as N1-

methylpseudouridine, the spike protein, lipid nanoparticles, antibody-dependent

enhancement, and the original antigenic stimulus ...

As a safety measure, further booster vaccinations should be discontinued. In addition,

the date of vaccination should be recorded in the medical record of patients ... In

conclusion, COVID-19 vaccination is a major risk factor for infections in critically ill

patients.”

It’s important to understand that when your immune function is impaired, you become vulnerable

to all kinds of infections and disease, including cancer. As such, the COVID jab may well be

responsible for any number of diseases resulting in death.

A Not-so-Comforting Fact Check by Reuters

A recent Thai study  found teenagers, aged 13 through 18, who received two doses of PFzer’s

mRNA jab suffered a variety of heart problems. A Reuters “fact check” notes:

“A study of 301 teens in Thailand found mild and temporary heart rhythm changes after a

second dose of the PGzer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine among one in six teenagers, not

one-third as social media posts claim. The study also saw possible signs of heart

inRammation in just seven of those teens with rhythm changes and conGrmed

myocarditis in only one of the seven.”

Should we throw a victory parade over the fact that the jab causes heart problems in JUST 1 in 6

teens? Really?! Whether it’s 1 in 3 or 1 in 6, this is not “good news” and surely not worthy of the

dismissive tone used by Reuters. As reported directly from the study in question:

“The most common cardiovascular effects were tachycardia (7.64%), shortness of breath

(6.64%), palpitation (4.32%), chest pain (4.32%), and hypertension (3.99%). Seven

participants (2.33%) exhibited at least one elevated cardiac biomarker or positive lab

assessments.

Cardiovascular effects were found in 29.24% of patients, ranging from tachycardia,

palpitation, and myopericarditis. Myopericarditis was conGrmed in one patient after

vaccination. Two patients had suspected pericarditis and four patients had suspected

subclinical myocarditis. Conclusion: Cardiovascular effects in adolescents after

BNT162b2 mRNA COVID-19 vaccination included tachycardia, palpitation, and

myocarditis.”

Millennials Died at Staggering Rates in Late 2021

I recently interviewed Ed Dowd, a former equity portfolio manager for BlackRock and hedge fund

“guru,”  but have not yet posted it. In early March 2022 he shared disturbing CDC mortality

statistics by age group on Steve Bannon’s War Room.

During the fall of 2021, Millennials, aged 25 to 44, had an 84% increase in excess mortality. “It’s

the worst-ever excess mortality, I think, in history,” Dowd told Bannon. Between the summer and

fall of 2021, 61,000 Millennials died who otherwise wouldn’t. To quote Dowd:

“Basically, Millennials experienced a Vietnam War in the second half of 2021. 58,000

people died in the Vietnam War, U.S. troops [over the course of 10 years], so this

generation just experienced a Vietnam War [in 6 months] ...

We’ve had 1.1 million excess deaths since the pandemic began, many of which occurred

in the second half of [2021] ...

I think this is the smoking gun: that the vaccines are causing excess mortality in all age

groups ... So, I’m going to put a word out there. It’s an old word but it should be re-

introduced into the conversation. It’s called democide: Death by government. So the

government, through the mandates has killed people ...

If you’re on Wall Street and you still think PGzer and Moderna are good buys, I’ve got

news for you: there’s some catalysts coming that are probably not going to be good for

holding those stocks.”

The following pdf was posted on Dowd’s GETTR account, March 11, 2022.  (A GETTR user called

MiloMac also reproduced Dowd’s Fndings using public CDC data, creating additional graphs. )

The Elephant in the Room

In a March 15, 2022, commentary and follow-up on Dowd’s revelations, Steve Kirsch wrote:

“I called Ed to clarify where he got the chart and then looked for veriGcation of this. I

found the veriGcation. Then I veriGed that the deaths couldn’t be explained by the COVID

delta variant. OK, so what caused all the deaths? The only explanation is the vaccine

because the deaths are so massive.”
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Emerging statistics on excess mortality rates paint an alarming picture. Far more

people died in 2021, after the rollout of the COVID shots, and in 2022, than during the

height of the COVID pandemic in 2020
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Mainstream media are trying to divert your attention from the elephant in the room —

mass injection with experimental gene transfer technology — to anything and

everything but that
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The Telegraph blames the unexplained excess deaths on lockdown effects. Many

didn’t have access to routine medical care during lockdowns, and are now dying from chronic diseases that went untreated

'

U.K. OZce for National Statistics (ONS) data released August 16, 2022, show excess deaths in England and Wales were, as of August 5,

14.4% higher than the Fve-year average, which works out to 1,350 more deaths per week than normal. A majority of these excess deaths

were cardiovascular in nature — a primary adverse effect of the COVID jabs

'

In the U.S., we lost 349,000 younger Americans to something besides COVID and non-natural death between April 3, 2021 and August 13,

2022, and that’s not counting the tens of thousands of death records that the CDC has inexplicably deleted. As much as 15% to 25% of the

death reports that could indicate a COVID jab death are missing. Other data show that during the fall of 2021, Millennials, aged 25 to 44, had

an 84% increase in excess deaths
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Kirsch posted a WhatsApp conversation with Marc Girardot, a French-American biotech innovator,

who believes the COVID jab may, in some people, age their arteries by as much as 50 years in just

a few months. If true, that could certainly trigger rapid onset of cardiovascular disease leading to

early death.

Teens and Young Adults Die at Higher Rates in New Zealand

In an August 16, 2022, Substack article,  independent journalist Alex Berenson (a former New

York Times reporter and novelist) highlighted COVID jab statistics from New Zealand,  which

includes observed post-jab deaths. He explained:

“New Zealand’s Ministry of Health publishes regular and detailed reports on COVID

vaccine safety, including speciGc lists of adverse events it has received. As part of the

reports, the ministry also counts all deaths of people who have received the jabs in the

previous 21 days ...

New Zealand has a national COVID immunization registry and a national death registry,

so the records and matching should largely be accurate ... The ministry breaks down the

deaths by age, ranging from 0-9 through over 80.

It then compares the actual number of people who died in the three weeks after the shots

to the ‘expected’ number. That Ggure is simply the number of deaths demographers

would have expected over a random three-week period based on actuarial tables

estimating mortality ...”

In summary, between February 19 and April 30, 2022, people over the age of 30 had lower than

normal death rates in the 21 days’ post-jab, but people younger than 30 (ages 10 to 29) for some

reason died at higher rates. (The lack of observed deaths in the under-10 age group is likely due

to reporting lag.)

According to the health ministry, the slightly elevated deaths in the under-30 group is likely due to

“chance.” And as noted by Berenson, “the ministry does not provide any information on the

causes of death in any age range, so it is impossible to determine whether myocarditis or other

cardiac conditions played a major role in the higher-than-expected Fgures.”

While these data are nowhere near as alarming as some others, it’s still a red qag that something

odd is happening. Young people who should have decades of life left are dying.

And it’s worth noting that New Zealand, just like the U.S. claims there are NO potential safety

issues with the jabs — not a single one — despite thousands of serious injury reports.

Considering the age group that is dying at a higher than normal rate — teenagers and young

adults in their 20s — even a small increase ought to be taken very seriously, but is not.

To end where we started, which is the more likely culprit in these deaths? Past lockdowns

temporarily preventing routine medical care, resulting in chronic diseases that kill even young

people within a couple of years? Or the mass injection of experimental gene transfer shots that

have never been used in humans before?

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews

it has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,062 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Lies have an expiration limit. There is a proverb that says: "He who tells a lie does not know what task he has assumed, because he will

be forced to invent twenty more to maintain the certainty of this Frst one." COVID-19 is an opportunity to empower dictatorships. Most

governments around the world have taken action by blocking cities or the entire country, which violates community rights, especially

freedom of expression. A new study published in the International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health suggests that

millions of people would still be alive were it not for government lockdowns over Covid-19.

Twenty times as many people died than lived due to lockdowns, the study reveals. Sedentary behavior, isolation and delayed medical

treatments are among the many reasons the lockdowns have caused far more harm than good. The WHO's contradictions are dramatic:

In 2019, it warned against pandemic lockdowns, saying they are "not recommended under any circumstances." “Social distancing

measures 'can be very damaging' and need to be carefully weighed;” “Contact tracing and quarantining of exposed individuals is not

recommended under any circumstances.” .thenationalpulse.com/2022/08/16/study-Fnds-lockdowns-cost-20-x-lives-..  (08/16/2022)

More than 400 studies on the failure of mandatory interventions due to covid Comparative research studies and high-quality pieces of

evidence and reports deemed relevant to this analysis.

We have known this for a long time, but governments have continued to redouble their efforts, causing people misery with ramiFcations

likely to be decades or more to repair." www.theepochtimes.com/more-than-400-studies-on-the-failure-of-compulso..

 2F4RMSGd8AHppFhF2cx%2FvDWmU%2BhblnO%2BO4KjvZe2Qy5iZ711Q6aweZr (03/23/2022)
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The future is dramatic, the crisis caused by the disastrous management of the Covid and the war in Ukraine will promote hunger

and misery in underdeveloped countries as well as in the rest of the world. Inqation, food shortages, energy crisis, will cause

hunger and all kinds of diseases, including mental ones. Many food banks don't have enough food to go around “It's really

impossible to get by without help,” says Tomasina John, who recently visited St. Mary's Food Bank in Phoenix, her Frst visit to a

food bank. "The prices are too high." apnews.com/article/hungerfoodbanksinqation-4fd5d6fb5879eaecc3000fe2b7..

 (07/15/2022) Scientists have already warned that a mental health crisis could very well be the next pandemic we face.

Between long periods of social isolation, stress and loss of livelihood, there are many things that affect people's emotions these

days. The founder of The Missing Peace Center saw a rise in depression involving suicidal ideation, hopelessness and

loneliness. She added: “Those struggling with obsessive-compulsive disorder and germophobia are experiencing an increased

sense of fear and discomfort.

In this time of isolation, overeating is a big concern, as is alcohol and drug use." Hospitalizations and their treatments, dismissals

of public personnel and businesswomen increased depression and suicides.

www.brighteon.com/f9f4f5d6-d029-4b50-82cb-0b11b882337d

 pandemic.news/2020-05-25-coronavirus-pandemic-creating-perfect-storm-m..

 mental.news/2021-04-20-coronavirus-pandemic-impact-childrens-mental-he..
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Gui, * "The WHO's contradictions are dramatic: In 2019, it warned against pandemic lockdowns, saying they are "not

recommended under any circumstances." “Social distancing measures 'can be very damaging' and need to be carefully weighed;”

“Contact tracing and quarantining of exposed individuals is not recommended under any circumstances.” * (***) Contradictions?

Not a problem, when engaged in launching a Planned-Demic just change the deFnitions of what a Pandemic is. Just change the

deFnitions of what a Vaxxx is. Just change the deFnition of what a successful outcome is.

Best of all, do it before the tampered with Snot Beast is released. This is timed release legal mumbo jumbo protection to get

ahead of any information counter to what the Fraudci Machine is oZcially demanding we accept. It worked stunningly well with

AIDS, muliple qu campaigns, one after another for decades when the dominant voice and sheepdog Legacy Media structure kept

nearly everyone between the lines Fraudci and Friends wanted us to stay inside of. ( *** Pretty much most likely known from the

time we lived in hide covered huts, just saying.)
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Hi, Gui. There are so many aspects to the Covid Con that couldn't be any more ridiculous and idiotic. I will give only one glaring

example: Prior to 2020...never, ever, in all of history, has the global population (especially, obviously healthy individuals) been

subjected to "testing" to 'determine' whether or not they are sick! If you want to know if I am sick - just ask me! The answer is

NO...not now, not at any time during this covid debacle - in fact, not for many years! I am healthy until proven otherwise - not the

other way around! We are already living in a Police State and the majority of the population thinks everything is just Fne; as long

as we 'obey' the authorities and keep that destructive mask over our breathing apparatus "to protect ourselves and others". Total

and utter insanity!
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The link in RichardNoakes' comment is by far the most important information I have ever read in my entire life. Do not avoid it!

MAKE the time to research this.
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Fauci has told so many lies he can't cover for all of them any more. Anything he says now is a contradiction to something he said

days/weeks/years ago.
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Yes, lies do. And Fauci is stepping down. Biden is hiding the numbers. MSM is still handing out BS to hungry customers who

want to feel justiFed. The whole system, mass psychosis, the upcoming election - try and tell me civil war isn't right around the

corner :(
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MUST-READ BOOK ASKS: WHY, AFTER 7 DECADES, DON'T WE HAVE PROOF VACCINES PROVIDE MORE BENEFIT THAN RISK?

Whether you are a healthcare professional, a parent of a young child or someone who wishes to productively engage in the

vaccine debate sweeping the world today, this book is a must-read. "Turtles All The Way Down: Vaccine Science and Myth"

became the Frst book critical of vaccines to receive a positive review from a mainstream medical journal. Criticism of Ronel and

Elisha came swiftly from the medical establishment, but as Mary Holland, the book's editor and president and general counsel of

Children's Health Defense states in the book's foreword: "His assessment of the book stands today, unscathed: in the three years

since its publication (in Hebrew), no professional in medicine or medical science has succeeded in refuting the book's claims."

The reason why the information offered in the book has not yet been refuted is simple.

The book's over 1,200 citations refer only to major scientiFc journals and health agencies such as the CDC, FDA, and WHO. The

book is still relevant. Instead of listing the obvious failures of the current COVID-19 vaccine campaigns, "Turtles All The Way

Down" offers a compelling explanation for why we should have predicted the vaccines' failure from the start, but didn't.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/turtles-all-the-way-down-vaccine-s..  (08/15/22)
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Very well deFned Randy: "Total and utter insanity!". Now the CDC is suddenly reversing all the key pillars of the COVID theater:

masks, quarantines, social distancing, vaccinations, testing asymptomatic patients, and more. Suddenly, the CDC has essentially

admitted that it was all theater all along and was never backed by real "science" in the Frst place. The US government is

preparing for the end of the world while telling civilians that all is well. People will never be told to prepare for anything. People

are being fed by wolves and left to die while the government is tripling up its own emergency plans. Full comment at the link:

SITUATION UPDATE, AUG 12, 2022 - WORLD GOVERNMENTS ARE PREPARING FOR AN EXTINCTION LEVEL EVENT (ELE)

www.brighteon.com/189b2b22-ea87-4fd2-90e9-4088198d93af
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Gui, I discovered this principle in the Biz World: if you are a habitual liar, you better have excellent memory recall. Why? B/c you

will tell different versions of the LIE to different people. Unless you are completely incorrigible psychopath and get away with it.
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There was no "mismanagement", rather evil management, to create a fear hoax, including via drug/neglect murder of the elderly

and many other deaths deliberately misclassiFed as C19 deaths. All to cause deaths by, suicide from despair, lack of various

critical "medical treatments" for poor diet/drink caused diseases, hypoxia from wearing masks, blood poisoning from the use of

toxic sanitizers, and eventually the very toxic hoax called C19 vaccination! Government is the problem, as are all other

establishment entities, like mainstream media, many corporations, and obviously compromised churches/religions! We need to

replace all of these with decent entities, designed to be highly resistant to hijack by pathological people, including misguided

women.
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Interesting Richard Noakes. Dr. Robert O. Young, naturopath, nutrition expert, and author. His most popular works are the "pH

Miracle" series of books, which describe his views on holistic healing and an "alkalarian" lifestyle. This session is about

graphene-based nanowires, scaffolds, and pathological blood coagulation that leads to injury and death. Dr. Young talks about

the reception and transmission of this nanotechnology once implanted in the animal or human and connected through the Wi-Fi

and Skynet network. He also talks about his research on pleomorphism and how it relates to current health issues and

treatments.

Additionally, he shares about "post-covid infections diagnosed as PID or interstitial quid lung disease that is NOT idiopathic."

VIDEO: GRAPHENE-BASED NANOWIRES, SCAFFOLDING, AND PATHOLOGICAL BLOOD CLOTTING LEADING TO INJURIES AND

DEATHS. Dr. Robert O. Young. Crown Investigative Committee. Interview with Reiner Fuelmich

www.globalresearch.ca/video-dr-robert-o-young-talks-about-graphene-bas..  5788513 (07/30/2022) A group of independent

German scientists also found toxic components, mostly metals, in all the COVID vaccine samples they analyzed, “without

exception”, using modern medical and physical measurement techniques.

The COVID Vaccine Testing Task Force says some of the toxic elements found inside vials of vaccines from AstraZeneca, PFzer

and Moderna were not listed on manufacturers' ingredient lists. The Fndings “build on the work of other researchers in the

international community who have reported similar Fndings, including Dr. Young, Dr. Nagase, Dr. Botha, Dr. Flemming, Dr. Robert

Wakeling, and Dr. Noak,” Dr. Janci Lindsay, Ph.D., a toxicologist who was not involved in the study, told The Epoch Times.
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I've always wondered why it is called "civil" war. Nothing civil about it.
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My question might not have an answer as we don't know if the batches are continually changed .... so there is self assembling

nano technology in the shots, at least most of them as microscopes have captured. In certain individuals, they will live with these

structures growing inside their bodies, to be controlled eventually in these 'smart cities' we have heard of. Other individuals die

very quickly, develop conditions that they would eventually have succumbed to...or, dormant cancers are reactivated. We have

also seen the amyloid clots embalmers have had to remove. This must mean the batches are varied and not speciFcally targeting

individuals but states, provinces, countries?....Why would they just not have automatically had the same jab for all to maim and

kill?..

Why have some live to be slaves in their digitally controlled cities?... OR, could they be the same and each body responds

differently and the leftovers that do live are the ones where the structures will be formed as they could be? Then there's this;

www.bitchute.com/.../0wVQQXV1LkVd  thousands of vials studied and NO MRNA or spike proteins. Why then the need for

extreme cold temps? Or, did they investigate thousands of batches that could be different from others administered? Hard to

believe that I'm typing these words in all seriousness... wow, times have changed.
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Yes, jamNjim. Fauci the king of lies wants to present himself as a “vaccine” hero for the NIH's contribution to the modern

“vaccine”. Robert Kennedy, Jr.'s July 21, 2020 article is titled "Gates Drives Experimental Technology in Seven Billion Humans." He

claims: Pharma has over 170 COVID vaccines in development, but Gates and Fauci brought Moderna's "Frankenstein coup" to the

front of the queue... Dr. Anthony Fauci was told in a secret teleconference that the CCP virus had most likely leaked from a lab in

China, but he still pushed the alternative narrative that it originated naturally.

www.theepochtimes.com/fauci-knew-about-virus-lab-origin-from-secret-te..
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Yes, Tracy, the crisis is worldwide, but the freedoms in America are being eliminated one by one. The US Constitution is giving its

last breaths. borders are destroyed and our culture has been turned upside down by every perversion known to man. In short, the

Constitution must be destroyed because, in part, it represents ethical and moral values. The congressmen roam the halls of

Congress and the Democrats and the Republicans enter into a Fght and in the town it is safe to see the debate and the

confrontation in the next US elections. The Southern Poverty Law Center poll showed that 44 percent of Americans believe the

United States is headed toward another civil war, including 53 percent of Republicans and 39 percent of Democrats.

While this is cause for concern, another poll showed that one in Fve people approve in some way of assassinating politicians

they believe were "harming the country" or American democracy. Nearly seven in ten also agreed that leftist politicians were

deliberately pushing economic changes to gain power by replacing conservative white voters with non-whites entering the

country in what is known as the "replacement theory." This “replacement theory” began in white supremacist circles a long time

ago, but has since carried over to mainstream media such as right-wing political citizens.

www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10876733/More-HALF-Republicans-believ..  (06/22/2022)
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Excellent sentence, CMT. We must consider that Fauci and the psychopaths of the Great Reset also many of them lie to

themselves because it interests them. “Above all, don't lie to yourself. The man who lies to himself and listens to his own lie de el

comes to a point that he cannot distinguish the truth within him, or around him, and so loses all respect for himself and for

others. And having no respect he ceases to love.” Fyodor Dostoevsky, The Brothers Karamazov
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Yes, Keythong, we are in a world at war where the elite strike to kill us or enslave us. The Great Reset, the World Economic Forum

is engaged in a series of deeply interrelated agendas that will impose substantial changes in 200 areas of human life for those

who are left alive. World crises are often provoked, and others unleashed by the corruption of institutions, and large

multinationals, which take advantage of the situation to grow, while the poor are getting poorer. If justice would reign in this

world, many political leaders, corrupt institutions and large pharmaceutical, agri-food and chemical corporations should wear

masks and glasses with very dark glass, so as not to be recognized, and locked up for life in a prison.

These psychopathic minds that obey an oligarchy trained to lead humanity to economic and social extermination, destroying the

human being, destroying his health and making them slaves of a political and economic tyranny. Psychopaths are exceptionally

selFsh, constant liars, manipulative, insensitive, grandiose, and parasitic. Psychopaths are ruthless, manipulative, and

perpetually dishonest. They can be charming but they have no remorse in their dealings with others; they do things that normal

people would consider terrible. But they never feel guilty.
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Here in Scotland we have Douglas Brodie's letter to all his friends, a most comprehensive take on the evil being implemented. If

everyone had this man's clear insight and exposure of perpetrators, we would be in a happier place. But will the sheeple ever get

it?  With links to many pertinent articles, this should be essential reading for any doubters

expose-news.com/2022/09/01/douglas-brodie-the-other-big-con-net-zero/?..
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Dear chiamiller, you have made a great synthesis of a dramatic reality. If times have changed and we need scientists and doctors

like Dr. Mercola and Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. to Fght for health and freedom CHD Message: Children’s Health Defense (CHD) is

proud to announce our inaugural conference on October 23 - 24 in Knoxville, Tennessee! Please join Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., CHD

and leading experts as we discuss The Path Forward: Uniting to Create a Better World. The last few years have been an

unprecedented attack on the truth, fundamental freedoms and our right to bodily autonomy.

However, the tide is turning; the public knows they've been coerced, misled and lied to as a great awakening is occurring. Thank

you for being a part of that awakening and for sharing truthful information to help people of the world make better decisions

about their health and their lives. Join us for two days of community, connection, insights and encouragement as we unite and

discuss the path forward to create a better world. This inspiring event features Children's Health Defense staff, acclaimed

medical and legal experts, plus leading medical freedom advocates.

The conference concludes with a screening of the new documentary, The Real Anthony Fauci, and discussion with RFK, Jr. on his

forthcoming book, The Wuhan Cover-Up. Together, we can create a better future for the next generation with our shared

commitment to defend the truth, freedom and children's health. Visit our conference landing page to register for the event and

Fnd more information to plan your trip. We look forward to seeing you there! Thank you for your advocacy and support, The

Children's Health Defense Team childrenshealthdefense.org/chd-conference/?eType=EmailBlastContent&..
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You are right gui. The lockdowns caused terrible mental health issues, and I am a loner! Even I suffered from it! Just seeing what

it was causing to my fellow neighbors and church goers was disturbing to say the least.
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The Devil Bill Rockefeller Snake Oil salesman extraordinaries' Template, sell you a cure so he could dance on your grave counting the

money he stole from you, and you are dead so he can't be tarred and feathered. Outstanding Marketing Science - how convenient, all the

hockey stick jumps in deaths from all causes clustered around getting the Jab/s & then the time released slow kill kicking into high

gear North or South of the Fve-month mark - pay no attention to this. It's all because they missed their We Got a Pill for That.

The chest crushing chest pain, the massive tumor, any or all deadly disease markers and discomfort paled to the threat of a snotty

nose. Even though the Safe & Effective Jab/s are marketed to stop the monster snot beast and keep it at bay, stay locked in your

Solitary ConFnement Cell and suffer in darkness. Because if you move outside of such, the pain and suffering from the virtue signaling

shame police is worse than the physical suffering, the actual act of dying.
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Reality wittily stated: "The chest crushing chest pain, the massive tumor, any or all deadly disease markers and discomfort paled

to the threat of a snotty nose" Unfortunately we have true lovers of power and money among the leaders and structure of

BigPharma, the institutional entities, the media moved by the strings of big capital, where Rockefeller and Bill Gates are

prominent Fgures. They are psychopaths who wreak havoc on innocent lives by uncaring, selFsh, irresponsible criminal parasites

and elected oZcials who lie to their constituents, trade political favors for campaign contributions, turn a blind eye to the wishes

of citizens. electorate, ripping off taxpayers out of hard-earned dollars, favoring the corporate elite, entrenching the military

industrial complex, provoke draconian restrictive measures without thought of the impact their thoughtless actions and hastily

passed legislation could have on defenseless citizens.

The WHO's contradictions are dramatic: In 2019, it warned against pandemic lockdowns, saying they are "not recommended

under any circumstances." “Social distancing measures 'can be very damaging' and need to be carefully weighed;” “Contact

tracing and quarantining of exposed individuals is not recommended under any circumstances.”

.thenationalpulse.com/2022/08/16/study-Fnds-lockdowns-cost-20-x-lives-..  (08/16/2022)
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Long periods of social isolation, stress and loss of means of subsistence, hospitalizations and their treatments, dismissals of

public personnel and businesswomen have increased depression and suicides. The future is dramatic, the crisis caused by the

disastrous management of the Covid and the war in Ukraine will promote hunger and misery in underdeveloped countries as well

as in the rest of the world. Inqation, food shortages, energy crisis, will cause hunger and all kinds of diseases. It is tragic to think

that genetic weapons are the deadliest in the history of vaccines and they break the law.

PROMOTING UNLICENSED VACCINES IS LAWBREAKING- Unlicensed healthcare products: No advertising or promotion allowed.

By Robert W Malone MD, MS Even Dr. Paul OZt, who seems to have never met a vaccine that he did not think should be jabbed

into children, raised a red qag (or was it a white qag?) in his interview with TIME magazine: "Dr. Paul OZt, a member of the

advisory committee, says this strategy makes him “uncomfortable” for several reasons. He notes that the data presented from

PFzer-BioNTech and Moderna in June involving their BA.1 booster shot, which focused on the levels of virus-Fghting antibodies

the vaccine generated, were underwhelming.“They showed that the neutralizing antibody titers were between 1.5- and two-fold

greater against Omicron than levels induced by a booster of the ancestral vaccine,” he says.'d like to see clear evidence of

dramatic increase in neutralizing antibodies, more dramatic than what we saw against BA.1, before launching a new product.

rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/promoting-unlicensed-vaccines-is?utm_source=..  (09/01/2022)
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Gui, when OZt has reservations, WOW!
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Stay positive. We hangout with like minded folks. Never stopped enjoying life and CUT  THE  CORD. Avoid all western I.e. American

medicine and hospitals. Us? Mexico  is our choice gor medical care and all medicines . Ivermectin OTC!! Have a great fulFlling day!!

Saludos
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Constant drip of new information coming out is turning into a steady stream, anytime now more people will start to "get" that the

INTERNET OF BODIES has been in process for many years, and this shot is one major step towards achieving that. Or NOT! First

is we need the history and intended goals of this program; here's a good summary interview: Karen Kingston Maria Zeee - COVID

Jab Hacks Your Brain, Enslavement Through Nano AI - -www.bitchute.com/.../OILW74CXzdjO  - - a little less than 1 hr long, many

patents and written intentions are discussed.
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Can one obtain the same medical care in the small border towns that line Arizona? Or must one go further into the interior of

Mexico?
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how do we access that?
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I read your article, Dr Mercola, I look up at the sky out of the window, I see many planes spraying the sky, it is 8 o'clock in the morning, I

feel immense pain. I cry.
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Dr. Bryan Ardis discussed the dangers posed by geoengineering or climate engineering during the June 1 episode of “The Dr.

Ardis Show” on Brighteon.TV. He was joined on the show by GeoEngineering Watch founder Dane Wigington and Dr. Lee Merritt.

Wigington, a geoengineering expert, said that climate engineering is the most destructive human activity of all, and that 70

percent of the Earth's wildlife population has been lost to it in the last 40 years alone. In an earlier interview, Wigington called

climate engineering "the crown jewel weapon of the military industrial complex." “It can target crops and it can have a cognitive

effect. We have a decline in IQ only in the US. USA. six to nine points. That's amazing," Wigington said in an interview with

InfoWars founder Alex Jones earlier this year.

“This is all madness that makes us dumber every day. That is a scientiFc statistical fact based on scientiFc studies on aluminum

and its effect on our brain function. The bottom line is: this is an assault from every conceivable direction. If we don't take care of

this hole in the bottom of the boat, the boat is going to sink."

newstarget.com/2022-06-07-climate-engineering-single-most-destructive-..  (07/2022)

newstarget.com/2022-02-04-climate-engineering-can-bring-populations-do..  (04/2022)

www.brighteon.com/296c3067-75ca-4bc4-8ba3-df0fa8c56e4b  .-----

www.brighteon.com/1d795776-15bd-4fd8-9841-52c5ba776fc9  .---
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Same here on the south coast UK. Very distressing.
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Like Eisenhower, farmer Marcos Alonso thinks that the country that controls the weather will control the world. What

differentiates the North American president from this farmer from Zamora is that the former saw the world from the sky of the

rulers and the Spaniard is upon him. Because Marcos, 45 years old, his vineyards, poplars, almond and walnut trees are drying up

as if it were a biblical curse. His crops irrevocably die every time particles rain down from the sky. Tests say they are made of

aluminum and shine in the morning dew. The same thing has been happening to most of the farmers in the 32 villages of the La

Guarea region (Zamora) for a few years.

They all look to the sky for answers. Fearfully. .JoseFna and Marcos gave a conference on Monday at a hotel in Zamora. "It is

clear that they are spraying us with something, there is evidence, and we must investigate." Elvira talks about some analyzes of

organic crops in Zamora that Seprona carried out last year by order of the prosecutor's oZce after the farmers' complaint. "The

levels of aluminum and iron are alarming.

It cannot be that there are 19 milligrams of aluminum when the reference index is 0.5. The soil is contaminated," say the farmers.

Many experts who have sounded the alarm. As the geologist Jos Miguel Gonzlez: "You only have to compare the skies of 20

years ago and those of now. They say it is due to climate change, but it is not. In an ecological soil it is impossible to Fnd such

quantities of these substances. The Aluminium, for example, can never be found naturally on the surface of the earth, let alone in

large pieces. You have to extract it from an ore."
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Luis Enrique Martn Otero is a health colonel and coordinator of the Network of Biological Alert Laboratories in Complutense. He

has conducted several studies on geoengineering and climate change as a weapon of mass destruction of the future. "Climate

manipulation has been carried out since the Vietnam War, when the Vietnamese produced rains to muddy the roads and prevent

transport from passing. But now that military planes are bombing them with chemical products, as these people say... I do not

know and the It really surprises me," he says. But the Valencian biologist Jordi Munto explains that in Levante, on anticyclonic

days, when the sky is clear, there are no clouds or humidity, so there are jet trails that last for hours in areas where air traZc is

never seen", this convinced that we are suffering fumigations throughout the country."It hasn't rained here for two years and the

drought is destroying agricultural production.

We have also analyzed the crop and there are high levels of aluminum that no one explains to us." "Respiratory problems have

skyrocketed in the area. There is 300% more autism and yesterday they called me telling me that there were six children in

Zamora who have SanFlippo Syndrome, which slows their growth and deteriorates their mental state. Nothing is a coincidence

Josephine says.
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Gui; I listen to Dane's podcast, every Saturday and the information on the extent of the global damage that the geoengineers are

causing, can't be found anywhere else. As Dane frequently states: There is no natural weather anymore! The "wildFres", qoods,

droughts, extreme heat and cold (weather whiplash) are all being geoengineered! HAARP plays a huge part in the destruction of

the ozone layer. The sun is getting hotter (UVC) and I can feel it. I see trees and plants dying. Global crops are being decimated

and it's only a matter of time before the grocery store shelves are empty! This is reality. Also; not too long ago, Dane started to

Fnd graphene oxide in the Atmospheric Aerosol Dispersions (chemtrails).
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I've posted this before but people still haven't "gotten it". In January of 2011, I visited Biosphere 2 in Arizona. Biosphere 1 is

Earth. After observing all the climate zones inside, the tour guide proudly and boldly proclaimed "We have learned how to control

the weather!" She was referring to the experiments conducted in the early 1990s. I thought she meant inside the dome. We

walked outside and my wife said to me incredulously: Did you hear what she said? They know how to control the weather!" My

wife caught it and I have been observing it ever since with the chemtrails and the very abnormal und unnatural weather occurring

everywhere. Several years ago I observed they were able to steer 2 hurricanes to land in Florida within a mile of each other one

year following the next. Wake up, people!
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Hello pikiverschueren and other readers: Every time I read an article reporting "unexplained" excess death rate; I can't believe the

idiocy of the authors. They keep focusing on covid, covid, covid, vaccines, vaccines, vaccines. It's like listening to a stuck record.

Biologically active "products" have been released from aircraft numerous times in the past. Look up >>> 10 Chemical Weapons

Attacks Washington Doesn’t Want You to Talk About! >>>

truthaholics.wordpress.com/2013/09/08/10-chemical-weapons-attacks-wash..  >>> Or: >>> Body of Evidence Suggests New US

Biological Warfront Opening Up >>> Global Research, January 20, 2018 >>>

www.globalresearch.ca/body-of-evidence-suggests-new-us-biological-warf..  >>> There are multitudes of similar articles

available on the web. >>> The "unexplained" elephant in the room is geoengineering warfare against civil populations. WAKE UP!
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Yup, we live in MN, USA, and this summer has been soooo hot which is not even close to being normal and the drought has been

overwhelming. I love the heat but this has been challenging (we don't get much heat). We live in the land of 25,000 lakes, so we

got a plenty of water, but the weather cycle has not been turning . . .
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This whole report is the most deFnitive and disturbing evidence that something went horribly wrong thanks to the effect of SARS-CoV-2

and the various injections and other treatments introduced to deal with it, including lock downs. There's no way to conclude anything

else than that the "vaccines" have done most of the damage, and that it seems the damage will be lasting, affecting mortality for years

to come, having hurt the immune system so seriously. When this claims that the overall death rate has climbed signiFcantly after 2020,

remember that in 2020: 1.

They claimed the death rate overall didn't rise that year. 2. They attributed many deaths (as many as possible) to Covid, sometimes even

accidental deaths. 3. Hardly anyone died of the "qu" in 2020 thanks to changes in how deaths were recorded. So when this presents a

chart showing "Non-Covid natural deaths" rising so much, remember that lots of "natural deaths" during 2020 were counted as "Covid"

that actually weren't.

Are they still doing this? I doubt it, because most people (all those "injected") are now supposed to be safe from serious cases of

SARS-CoV-2 thanks to the jabs, and if a death is now recorded as due to "Covid" it makes the shots look even more ineffective. So of

course "Non-Covid natural deaths" is going to jump up now, after 2020, thanks to these Non-covid deaths again being counted as what

they should have been all along, heart conditions, pneumonia, etc.

This just brings into question the one chart, in Exhibit E. Comparing deaths at any time to "Non-Covid" deaths is not of value because
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This just brings into question the one chart, in Exhibit E. Comparing deaths at any time to "Non-Covid" deaths is not of value because

"Covid deaths" was distorted upwards in the Spring of 2020, and then downwards (back to normal) in the Spring of 2021 so the jab

wouldn't get blamed for the death. The other charts though are glaring indictments of the treatments the New World Order forced upon

mankind, never mentioning the protection individuals could gain against this simple virus just by improving our native immunity.
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An excellent analysis of reality, stoneharbour. Of course, the future is dramatic, the crisis caused by the disastrous management

of the Covid and the war in Ukraine will enhance hunger and misery in underdeveloped countries as well as in the rest of the

world. Inqation, food shortages, energy crisis, will cause hunger and all kinds of diseases, including mental ones. Many food

banks don't have enough food to go around “It's really impossible to get by without help,” says Tomasina John, who recently

visited St. Mary's Food Bank in Phoenix, her Frst visit to a food bank. "The prices are too high."

apnews.com/article/hungerfoodbanksinqation-4fd5d6fb5879eaecc3000fe2b7..  (07/15/2022) Genetic weapon damage is

hidden in time.

VACCINES ARE TAKING AN AVERAGE OF 5 MONTHS TO KILL PEOPLE. By Steve Kirsch. The CDC has been hiding the Social

Security Administration death master Fle. I got it from a whistle blower. This shows deaths are taking 5 months from the jab to

happen. This is why it's hard to see. This explains why life insurance companies saw unusual spikes in all-cause mortality for

people under 60 in the third and fourth quarters rather than right after the injections were given. The Fve-month delay is also

consistent with death reports where people are developing aggressive new cancers that are killing them within 4-6 months.

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/this-one-graph-tells-you-everything?utm_sou..  (09/01/2022)
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The truth is that the mandates of genetic weapons are illegal and it has also been forced to vaccinate public oZcials and private

companies under threat. Genetic weapons are the deadliest in the history of vaccines and they break the law. PROMOTING

UNLICENSED VACCINES IS LAWBREAKING- Unlicensed healthcare products: No advertising or promotion allowed. By Robert W

Malone MD, MS Even Dr. Paul OZt, who seems to have never met a vaccine that he did not think should be jabbed into children,

raised a red qag (or was it a white qag?) in his interview with TIME magazine: "Dr. Paul OZt, a member of the advisory

committee, says this strategy makes him “uncomfortable” for several reasons. He notes that the data presented from

PFzer-BioNTech and Moderna in June involving their BA.1 booster shot, which focused on the levels of virus-Fghting antibodies

the vaccine generated, were underwhelming.“

They showed that the neutralizing antibody titers were between 1.5- and two-fold greater against Omicron than levels induced by

a booster of the ancestral vaccine,” he says. 'd like to see clear evidence of dramatic increase in neutralizing antibodies, more

dramatic than what we saw against BA.1, before launching a new product.

rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/promoting-unlicensed-vaccines-is?utm_source=..  (01/09/2022). A new Freedom of Information

Act (FOIA) document obtained by The Dossier proves without a doubt that the U.S. Department of Defense did not have FDA

approved COVID-19 vaccines in its possession — despite top DOD oZcials claiming otherwise — while unlawfully forcing service

members to take the shots, under the very real threat of separation, court martial, and other severe ramiFcations.

dossier.substack.com/p/new-docs-conFrm-pentagon-unlawfully?utm_source..  (09/01/2022)
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Thanks Gui for more graphs and proof that there was a 5 month delay from the Frst jabs in the Spring of 2021 until the death rate

horrendously rose in the Fall of 2021. That is the SteveKirsch substack article you referenced, if others want to read more on

this.  It's hard to argue with this kind of evidence.
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July/Aug/Sept 2021 saw massive deaths/all ages in N Fl hospitals...Morgues overloaded/no body bags/hosp workers depressed

quitting suiciding...Ahhh, but only the "UNVAXXED DIED!"???  When oZcial-speak becomes backward-upsidedown-speak; people

go crazy or enter mass-formation...Brandon-speak last night was the most sickening display yet.
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Hi Stoneharbor, posted this link yesterday that explains how, from the onset of March 2020 when the CDC changed how death

certiFcates were recorded, that nearly every death was listed as a covid death to keep hospitals in business. And its worse than

that, by a country mile...Here it is again: THE LATEST: GRAND JURY PETITION AGAINST THE CDC -

www.bitchute.com/.../J0TSNUkCUc1T  - you want to watch the facial expressions of Naomi Wolfe as Dr. Healy discusses how

this, alone, massively inqated deaths from Covid. Then it ran downhill into how hospitals were treating patients to maximize their

govt. reimbursements payments. Well worth the 25 minutes to watch!
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I'm not sure how much evidence it takes for the Covidians to grasp that they've been lied to, but this is not a suZcient amount. There

remain people who cling to the dogma of jabs and masks, who still believe that lockdowns worked, and who swallow nonsense like

Sudden Adult Death Syndrome. I've said from the start that this is a religion, challenging the faith makes one a heretic and we all know

how zealots deal with heretics.  The one certainty is that things can never go back to "the before times." Once you have seen people

support the Fring of those who refuse to take the jabs and once you've seen people cheer for the unvaxxed to be shut out of normal

activities, those things cannot be unseen. Even people who don't go that far but took the shots are resolute in their effectiveness. It's

hard enough to admit to being wrong. Admitting to having been fooled is even harder.
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Posted this before; in an average year between 25 and 39 professional athletes die, basically drop dead while participating in their sport

or not but all in good health. Between January 2021 and April 2022653 and the count is now somewhere over 700.  Now the alarm,

there’s high school athletes dropping dead. I mean on the Feld, dead. Practice, dead. Found in their bedroom, dead. All of them between

15 and 17 years of age and mostly if not all young men. I cannot give a count for i can’t Fnd one because who is keeping track high

schoolers dropping dead? But some one should.  I read the Citizen Free Press; this is where I’ve read obits. It is alarming, and hardly

anyone is speaking out.
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And they all shall be as women. God bless the young men. They need an epiphany.
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Dr. David Martin and Atty. Tom Renz have formed prosecutenow.com (org?). They are bringing lawsuits against many involved in this

mass murder. Please support them. There is hope. Get involved.
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https://prosecutenow.io/
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Full support for the great initiative. Tom Renz has an extraordinary activity against corruption and especially against the lies,

misinformation and manipulation of people to receive genetic weapons and denounce the serious dangers and the globalist elite

involved. Lawyer Tom Renz blamed Fauci for helping create and Fnance the most dangerous virus for global society in human

history: the Wuhan coronavirus, for the management and damage and deaths of genetic weapons. “It is not the most dangerous

virus for people, since we all know that it has obtained a recovery rate of more than 99 percent in the majority of the population.

But in terms of what is being done to harm our society by transferring wealth to the rich, by transferring wealth away from the

middle class and the poor. In terms of the damage it has caused to freedom, this is probably the most dangerous thing that has

ever happened." he said during the recent episode of “Lawfare with Tom Renz” on Brighteon.TV. Fauci said in a statement that

he's not actually retiring, as he plans to mentor the next generation of scientiFc leaders and help them prepare the world against

future infectious disease threats. "Let's face it, you will be paid a large sum of money to work in some kind of private setting.

They are going to have to pay him a lot to keep his mouth shut,” Renz said. Lawmakers are also adamant that the resignation will

not shield Fauci from potential investigations. “Fauci's resignation will not prevent a full investigation into the origins of the

pandemic. He will be required to testify under oath about any discussions he may have participated in regarding the lab leak,”

Senator Rand Paul tweeted on August 22. www.brighteon.com/d23b374e-5a7e-41e8-b804-e363404b833f  (08/24/2022)

thehill.com/homenews/administration/3610888-fauci-to-leave-biden-admin..  (08/22/2022)
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THEY PLANNED IT FROM DAY ONE — Tom Renz Interview

rumble.com/v1hh3xj-tom-renz-trump-must-speak-up-about-the-vaccine-now-..  (06/28/2022) THE WALLS ARE CLOSING IN ON

ANTHONY FAUCI- With Attorney Tom Renz rumble.com/v1hs4hd-the-walls-are-closing-in-on-anthony-fauci-with-atto..

 (08/29/2022) TOM RENZ BOMBSHELLS: JUSTICE IS COMING AS THEY PANIC!

rumble.com/v1hnszh-tom-renz-bombshells-justice-is-coming-as-they-panic..  (08/28/2022)
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Thank you for being there for me, Dr. Mercola. I grew up in a very abusive home. I saw therapists before I entered kindergarten. I never

trusted the carrots they wanted me to chase. I got the notion very early that understanding psychology mattered above all else. Little

did I know about the regulatory capture of psychology and how much it has been switched with sociology. Therapists parrot their

curricula making me nothing more than an ATM machine. They don't make it easy. I'm still alive inspite of their best efforts. Anyways

your one of the few gems in this world for me.
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So what may happen to the babies who received the vax via the womb after mom took the vax? Will they eventually feel these effects?

So far all the babes that I know of that have been born to vaxxed mothers seem Fne. God, I fear for their future!
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Six months ago, I knew of nobody who died from the bioweapon. Now? I know several. And with each new death and/or adverse

effects—most a lot younger than me—I realize how much of a tough skin I need to develop. At the moment they’re friends or friends of

friends, but they’ll soon be family. We all need to prepare for massive casualties.
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Dang it. I can't believe all this. Why don't all these people who have been disabled, traumatized or have had family members die

following covid shots hold public forums in the middle of town and city centers and reveal through microphones what had happened

(ala George Floyd style)? It looks like in this matter, we've all turned into H. G. Wells' Elois. Well, at least one mainstream media outlet,

DW, is Fnally starting to shine some light onto the situation on the ground: www.dw.com/.../av-62994248  .
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Arlen1
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Without media coverage it's like a bear farting in the woods. No one is going to see or hear it. How many people have heard or

seen Senator Johnson 's hearing on the failed covid-19 mitigation and vaccines that lasted 5 hours?
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The CDC's dumping of cases reported to VAERS pointed out in the studies above, correlates with my own careful monitoring and

posting of the CDC data conducted between February 2021 and now. I commented a number of times since February of 2021about the

manipulation of the data by the CDC, to no avail. I even queried VAERS about the problem and they replied that it was just normal

maintenance of the site. Right. That manipulation of data has not stopped. About 8 months ago I found that the numbers indicated 5

times as many deaths had occurred due to the covid vaccine than all other vaccines combined in the 32 year history of VAERS. A more

recent comparison showed just 3 times as many deaths. Given that historical vaccine deaths have changed little , and given that more

continue to die each day from the covid jab, that gap should be widening, not narrowing. Democide indeed.

secularheretic.substack.com
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Dirty stinking lying murderers! SADS - Mystery deaths! Why don't they just say "died from a small dwarf or gnome, or possibly a toad

living in their stomach, upsetting their bodily humours, coupled with not getting suZcient blood lettings." Doctors WITH integrity, Dr.

Mercola, Dr. Van den Boosh, Judy Mikovits, Tom Malone,, Dr. Simone Gold (now incarcerated for speaking out) , Peter McCollough - I

can't name them all. And the patriots who tried to warn, Bobby Kennedy Jr, Del Bigtree and many others, - SAID this would happen. My

fear is that these SADS, and "mystery deaths" are going to accelerate. I think there will be more birth defects, and more still born.

The latest trick up to Satan's sleeve is that they have proudly announced YET ANOTHER "BOOSTER" tested on (wait for it) EIGHT (8)

mice! NO humans - EIGHT mice! AND they are getting yet another EUA for this! They have NO shame! They don't care and they can't be

sued! EIGHT MICE ladies and gentlemen! Their mentor is "Dr." Joseph Mengele. EIGHT mice would be a joke were it not so insane. For

those inserting this into their bodies - they are committing slow suicide and if they do it to their children it is child abuse and

endangerment. Full stop. The devil stalks the earth looking for souls to steal - and we KNOW whose souls were stolen - for a few pieces

of silver and some earthly power.
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SADS - Mystery deaths! Why don't they just say "died from a small dwarf or gnome, or possibly a toad living in their stomach,

upsetting their bodily humours, coupled with not getting suZcient blood lettings." May I use this? Priceless.
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In regard to the 8-mice trial...igorchudov.substack.com/.../ba5-boosters-8-mice-trial-actually
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Sitting in Starbz this morning, talking to a local store owner and gun guy. He was telling me that FB puts you in jail for promoting any

kind of gun businesses because if you're having a sale, doesn't matter, they view you as promoting gun violence (instead of for

protection). Way to manipulated, FB!!! Woohoo. He was very well aware of the Great Reset and we pondered on the Georgia

Guidestone's destruction - did they plan to destroy it when the great reset was set in motion and people were set to start dying?

That sure is a spin I wouldn't put past them. He also spoke highly of corruption and the involvement of the CIA (which I wouldn't have

pegged,) I don't know why, you just don't hear much about the CIA anymore. And of course the Federal Gov't. As an ex-newsman who

moved down to the turquoise waters due to subliminal messaging of our news - and picking up on it and Fghting it, - and thereby ending

up quitting to save his sanity (he was quite the interesting man to talk to!!!) - he said if this election doesn't go how we want it, you best

get a carry permit, civil war is on its way - and it'll be a sad day for Americans - but he used Afghanistan as an example at why Russia

and other entities haven't been able to touch them - because they have assault riqes and they will mow down anyone who tries to mess

with their country.

Woah, that's information I never had heard before, but then again, I don't listen to news, and he is also ex-military - so whatever - I just

take everything as enlightenment, tucked away until I hear it again elsewhere and that small seed starts to grow. But, according to him,

they are very much counting on mass psychosis (his words) to keep everyone in alignment. Most don't even know about the food

processing plants being blown up. I only know about them because of Dr. M's undying dedication to making sure people are wake and

aware... too bad more people don't want to be awake and aware.
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Hey good morning hon! First and foremost, get far far away from ANY of the MSM supported "social media" that includes "Farce

Book" EweTube, (ONLY use Rumble), tweeter, "Ins"duh"gram", Tick-tack (owned by the chinese communists (CCP) - ALL of it!

STAY AWAY! Get rid of it like its last weeks coffee grounds. If you need a camera, get a camera!!! Get and use a Virtual Private

Network(VPN), use Proton Mail (secure and heavily encrypted). Use FireFox for your browser. If possible go BACK to a dumb

phone (they are actually becoming very popular) PUNKT is one of the new ones. NO GPS, no nuth'n its just a phone!

They can now do text however. NO "cable" (propaganda pipe), don't use google for searches (although most of the others use the

googs (CIA) search engine, NOT using it is a step in the right direction. Consider most everything online dangerous or suspect.

STOP trusting (VERIFICATION (And I DO NOT mean a "Fact Checker" MUST be the watch word!). Consider ANYTHING to do with

the MSM (including their "apps" I mentioned) as soul poison. They are also used by "the bad guys" to steal your identity, but that

is another kettle of rats. And - ALWAYS use (as much as possible) Multi Factor Authentication (MFA, sometimes, called Two

FActor Authentication (2FA).

Remember, they can't perform fear (satans number two playing card, number one is lies) IF there is no mechanism! NO cable, no

"social media. You know me, I'm not a luddite, FAR from it, I work in IT (Info Security) I KNOW how bad this is. Stay close to the

Lord, and close to the Lords creations and truth. Kindness and love WILL triumph over satan. And having read the book, we

KNOW how this will end (Lord 1 - satan and his minions - 0). Its the tribulations, and good and evil are now apparent, sides have

been drawn. And realize that the "Matrix" wants to pull you back in. Don't ever "jack in". Stay way way away from the "bad thang".

)))HUGGS((( Cyn
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Yes Tracy, The FBI, CIA, NSA and other government agencies have increasingly invested in corporate surveillance technologies

that can mine constitutionally protected speech on social media platforms like Facebook, Twitter and Instagram to identify

potential extremists and predict who might participate. in future acts of anti-government conduct. When freedom of information

and transparency are stiqed, bad decisions are often made and heartbreaking tragedies occur, all too often on a staggering scale

that can leave societies wondering: how did this happen?

I believe that when the public lacks even the most fundamental access to what their governments and military are doing on their

behalf, then they stop participating in the act of citizenship. There is a clear distinction between citizens, who have rights and

privileges protected by the state, and subjects, who are under the full control and authority of the state. In Orwell's dystopian

vision of the future, Big Brother eliminates all undesirable and necessary words and meanings, going so far as to routinely

rewrite history and punish "thought crimes." Orwell's Big Brother relies on Newspeak to eliminate undesirable words, strip

remaining words of unorthodox meanings, and make independent, non-government-sanctioned thought entirely necessary. “In

times of deception, telling the truth is a revolutionary act.”—George Orwell

www.globalresearch.ca/mind-control-police-governments-war-thought-crim..  (21/04/2022)
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jda4667
Joined On 8/2/2018 11:04:53 AM
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Praise the Lord. FINALLY someone has overcome the hesitancy to admit what is the only possible reason for the massive deaths.

DEMOCIDE - thank you Ed Dowd. Unfortunately our leaders our disappointed the death count is not much, much higher as had been the

expectations. Gates and company are truly evil sociopathic devils. Unvaccinated beware, you are truly a target and “they” will be coming

for you with a vengeance. Apparently the perpetrators are unstoppable and untouchable.
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mercready
Joined On 2/9/2008 8:05:08 AM
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Guillermou - I ask you directly because I know you will either know or will Fnd out - What is the protocol to clear the spike protein from

one's system? I ask this as many people are terribly frightened of this sudden death syndrome obviously due to so called "vaccines" (qu

shots)
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Zeolites and french green clay. You want to listen carefully to Dr Robt. O Young talking to Maria Zeee at the link someone posted

above.
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judithmarlowe
Joined On 10/13/2021 7:47:32 AM
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Until we get these radicals out of oZce expect the worst. It is so important we stay united as Republicans moderate/conservative to

take back our country. Pres. Trump would have stopped production of this killer vaccine had he known or when he was advised.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM
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Yes indeed PLEASE vote in November! And look for "America First" candidates
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Trump is URGING everyone to get jabbed!
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Joined On 1/21/2021 2:30:47 PM
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Don’t forget, Trump gave green light to roll out of these vaccines. And after he recently praised Klaus Schwab for doing a “

fantastic job”, I doubt he will be your savior.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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A clip heresy to those captured by the Clinton Machine controlled by the WEF. When our Constitutional system has been captured long

ago and CON-verted into a "Two-party system, winner take all, make no mistake about it the GOP has a nose ring too, they just take care

of other Policys. The WEF Uni-party behind the scenes has given the oZcially sanctioned parties qight orders so 'we have two choices'

they can prosper with. Lying Fauci caught again  www.youtube.com/watch
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM
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CDC & Fauci & Baric Fled patents on all of the Coronavirus, so that only they could proFt $ from it and make bio-weapons. In 2003, CDC

used the SARS coronavirus outbreak in Asia to patent it, so that all of it, also it's protection and measurement of it (swabs), belonged to

them, to gain a full proFt. So they made it exploitable. And they made them secret patents, so others could not research them, like get

knowledge how to Fght the virus. And that only Fauci and his criminal friends could develop it into a bio-weapon. Because of their

patents, other researchers were always constrained. All the players in Covid-virus, Fauci, CDC, Collin, including Big pharma were

involved.

In this 2 min video Dr. David Martin explains about it and shows the images of the patents.

media.gab.com/system/media_attachments/Fles/114/654/431/playable/6b73..  * * * Documents leaked from the EMA conFrms why

we aren't allowed to analyze the vaccine vials. stevekirsch.substack.com/p/documents-leaked-from-the-ema-conFrms  * * * The FDA

just approved the new Ba.5 bivalent booster, based on a trial of exactly 8 mice

igorchudov.substack.com/.../ba5-boosters-8-mice-trial-actually  The FDA Doesn’t Care About the Rule of Law’ As They Push Jabs That

Have NOT Even Been Tested rumble.com/v1huf6l-the-fda-doesnt-care-about-the-rule-of-law-as-they-p..
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Dr. David Martin knows more about patents than anyone.
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Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Yes, PETE, the rush to patent, control, and proFt from coronaviruses dates back to 1999 and involves the CDC and virus

researchers like Ralph Barrick and NIAID leader Dr. Anthony Fauci, who helped bring the US to coronavirus. US into a cycle of

lockdowns, behavioral controls, and restricted freedoms leading to a single end of control: mandatory experimental vaccines for

everyone by 2021. The United States blames China for the virus and China blames the United States, but the truth is that both

countries are involved in a web of unethical coronavirus gain-of-function research that goes back twenty-one years.

www.brighteon.com/bd96748a-5894-4fcf-bf76-a6aea0a6148e.-----  Instead of encouraging doctors and scientists to preventive

and early treatments as recommended by Dr. Mercola. Tech companies quickly censored and removed doctors discussing

potentially effective treatment options.

Dr. Peter McCullough argued that COVID-19 is treatable and that there has been a concerted effort to keep important and even

vital information from the American public. ScientiFc debate was silenced and draconian lockdown measures were imposed that

have only served to provoke a major health, inqation and food supply crisis. americasfrontlinedoctors.org/.../treatment-options

 .----- jennifermargulis.net/peter-mccullough-md-compassion-crisis-in-medicine..  .-----

www.theepochtimes.com/america-should-not-silence-science_4494299.html  .----- According to Forbes, 493 people became

billionaires in 2021. China minted 205 of these. The United States, in second place, had 98. Sixty-one of the world's newest

billionaires were in the health Felds. www.forbes.com/sites/chasewithhorn/2021/04/06/nearly-500-people-have-b..  .-----
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jerry Daniels, founder of Brothers Media Group, opened a panel during the Conservative Political Action Conference (CPAC) in

Dallas, Texas, on the idea that "COVID has everything to do with marketing," for a session titled, “The Doctor Will Lie to You Now”,

The action that has most inquenced people has been to get vaccinated. The marketing campaign around COVID-19 vaccines has

been so effective that, as of August 29, 2022, more than 12.5 billion injections have been given in the arms.

www.cdc.gov/.../engaging-patients.html  .----- Given the growing body of scientiFc evidence showing quite clearly that vaccines

do not work to stop the spread of the coronavirus, as well as the hundreds of studies and clinical testimonials showing that they

have serious and even devastating health consequences, especially for young people , the fact that so many people continue to

accept them is ba}ing.

It is, according to Daniels, a marketing triumph. www.theepochtimes.com/new-science-shows-vaccines-help-omicron-spread-p..

 .----- www.theepochtimes.com/new-science-multiple-reports-covid-19-vaccine-ca..  .--- The vaccine doesn't work, so the

deFnition was changed.  The CDC has removed a key part of the deFnition of vaccines. You will no longer Fnd the statement that

a vaccine “stimulates a person's immune system to produce immunity to a speciFc disease, protecting the person from the

disease” anywhere on the CDC website. www.theepochtimes.com/covid-19-vaccines-didnt-work-so-cdc-changed-the-..

 2BOqcy3qcSJ%2FgFLklyLOIhH0h8UdR4OETP (01/09/2022)
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Pete, if enough Permaculture were to be developed the terrifying Spector of Peace could break out. What a potential disaster for

the 1% as how much harder would it become to control the direction of all the different countries and their peoples? If enough

Permaculture land use and Biodynamic Ag were to be developed the terrifying Spectator of Health throughout the whole of

Creation could break out. What a potential disaster for the 1% as how much harder would it become to control the direction of all

the countries and their peoples to engage in War. We can create Living Space, create health and restore the Fat of the Land. If we

live off the Fat of the Land and stay in balance we do not destroy the bone, muscle and sinew of the Land. The 1% eat the body

like a cancer to create the dis-eases of scarcity, instability & fear. Heal our Garden, Planet Earth and we heal ourselves. And we

don't need permission from the likes of - (Fll in the blank, there are so many candidates.)
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Joined On 7/2/2020 10:12:50 PM
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Ok now, because of gadolinium deposition within my own body and learning in 2019 about nanowires and nanotubes I thought to

myself, they are wiring us (summer 2019) especially after reading too many articles to post from pubmed on gadolinium, a heavy metal,

given out like candy for contrast for MRI procedures. Gadolinium acts as a calcium, magnesium, sodium and potassium channel

blocker. I read it and if you want to look it up yourselves just go to pubmed. My point is that if it’s calciFcations that is pointed out in the

kirsch text snapshot in Dr. Mercola’s article, then the answer could be!!!!! Chelation therapy. There is what I believe to be a potential

antidote to this dam satanic debacle.

But the globalist cabal wants us “wired” for this precision based medicine they want to advance forward, would chelating these metals

defeat their wants by dewiring us by pulling out these metals. Now, there is a potential true antidote. The gadolinium victim community

has been waiting for Berkeley labs to get a chelator out that could take out the weird metals that were injected in the Frst place. The

miracle of this chelator HOPO, is It does not chelate good minerals. So as you remove the bad, the good ones such as found in the

Fbrous looking clots could potentially disassemble and physiologically be eliminated or utilized appropriately once your body balances

your minerals/metals back to the way God intended.

If you want to look up the chelator, it’s HOPOtx.com Why won’t the government truly recognized chelation as an effective measure and

why is HOPO not being released like three years ago. What is taking so long?? Berkeley lab is working on approval for lead removal. So

many in the gad toxic community have some or a lot of lead uptake. One more thing, lead, mercury and gadolinium (mri heavy metal

contrast) is synergistically toxic when present together. It’s been published By Brazilian researcher on pubmed. I have posted that

article in the past
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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You posted this very important comment too late for many to read. Please repost your comment in the near future.
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lilitu_adamah
Joined On 2/1/2021 3:06:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is no point in Fghting stupidity. Just let it grow and "die" naturally. Because, otherwise, it's like you are Fghting against your own

*** :))) Any universe produces residues and excretions, because that's the way of nature. And any *** is the necessary fertilizer for a

new civilizations of vigorous plants! :) This is the purpose for which stupidity was, and it is still, created: to fatten the soil, the

vegetation... There is a proverb: 'you can't make a whip out of ***' :)))
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No worry here. Fauci is still guarding the hen house.
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rmstock
Joined On 1/17/2022 9:03:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Some very disturbing documents have been retrieved from the Australian Governments websites :

rumble.com/v1ial2d-smoking-gun-the-covid-vax-is-a-schedule-4-poison-ti..  If true and verFFed this explains all what has happened

and is happening today.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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There has been a complete coverup by the CDC on the deaths since day one of the pandemic. From Feb-thru-April-2020 I was

monitoring the situation carefully. Because my wife’s lab is in a hospital, we know a lot of doctors and nurses that work there. Every day

we were being bombarded by the local FAKE NEWS on how overwhelmed the hospitals were with covid-19 patients in critical condition

(on ventilators, oxygen, etc). So we called around and asked the Nurses/Doctors we knew how bad the situation was and they said there

wasn’t an issue with capacity like the MSM was reporting. During this same time, I was monitoring the CDC’s live “DEATH CLOCK”. At

the time, they had a page on their website that counted all the deaths being reported for all causes, LIVE!

I left that tab open 24/7 and checked it daily to see if there was a statistical increase in deaths. They (including the Trump

Administration) were coming on TV every day telling us how many people were dying. Every MSM channel had a covid-19 death counter

in the upper right corner of the screen reminding you of the dead bodies piling up. So I would look at the CDC’s total death clock, the

projected deaths for the year, the deaths from the previous 5 years, and DO THE MATH! Our death rate was LOWER than it was the

previous 5 years!! I was pointing this out on this form and all the blogs on MSM.

By mid-April it became so obvious what a scam this whole thing was that the CDC shut down the death counter page. After that, you

had to Fle a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request to get an update on the deaths. Dr Mercola (or someone he knows) did this

around Aug of 2020 and he updated us on the fact that the death rate was still trending DOWN! Fast forward to Dec 2020 and another

doctor did a FOIA request and again the death rate was LOWER. We didn’t get a revised count of the number of people that died in 2020

from the CDC until almost 2022! Their death clock page on their website is still off line. NO TRANSPARENCY!
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM
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A friend says that excess deaths are from long Covid, not mentioning the vaccines. I don't think that but does anyone know of a study

that discusses this? Please share if you do so I can talk to him better about this. Thanks!  Keep up people. The intelligence that made

love and the stars is in charge and we can stay connected to that.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Hi Imaginal. In the link the study and an analysis of its credibility. Experts have expressed caution over new UK research

indicating close to one in eight COVID patients had died in the months after being discharged from hospital. The new

retrospective cohort preprint of almost 48,000 patients hospitalized with COVID between January and September 2020 also

shows almost 30% were readmitted to hospital within Fve months of being discharged, at a rate 3.5 times greater than other

outpatients. This, the study suggests, is down to elevated rates of multi-organ dysfunction’, with older people and minority

groups hit harder. The mean age of the cohort was 64.5 years, with 54.9% male. Respiratory disease was also diagnosed in

nearly 30% of patients after discharge, with about 40% of those having no history. Diabetes and major adverse cardiovascular

events were particularly common among postdischarge medical problems.

www1.racgp.org.au/newsgp/clinical/experts-question-study-linking-long-..
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

3 things in life you can count on: 1. Death 2. Taxes 3. Brodie reminding us of no accountability and no repercussions. Thanks

Brode
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM
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From my own experience. 8 days bedridden- high fever and delirium - Fnally diagnosed with pneumonia. My main symptom was

excruciating stomach pain and severe metal taste in my mouth along with olfactory hallucinations. Could not taste or smell for

months. I had NO respiratory symptoms. The pneumonia was treated, but the stomach pain continued. I could barely eat or drink.

This Fnally abated after 8 months, but returns intermittently. I got NO shots. I searched for many weeks online and this was the

only relevant information i could Fnd. After reading this. I began to take curcumin and sip baking soda in water throughout the

day. It worked. Inqammation is the issue. My antibodies are still very high, per my test 2 months ago. Don't take the shot.
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM
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I wonder if the 30% of people who got readmitted to the hospital after having Covid got the Covid shot. All the health people were

telling everyone that even if you had Covid, you should get the shot because it will boost your immunity even more. Like that even

makes sense. I've read elsewhere that the jab is even harder on people who have had Covid.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM
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Yet even with all this data day after day, month after month and now year after year nary a peep of accountability anywhere to be seen.

Has anyone seen a more perfectly executed plan and its still executing....amazing. 2.9 years now post Fauci funded whu-qu lab release

in CHINA and not ONE person remotely held to account.
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jamNjim
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Things are looking pretty grim. Sara Palin just lost her bid for congress. Someone explain to me how Republican Governor in a

99.9% Red state loses to a Democrat for Congress. This has been happening for 4 to 6 years. The same thing happened in

Mississippi a few years ago for the Senate. It is why the Reps no longer control the Senate. We have Red states with mostly red

congressman and red Governors, but somehow they elect a Democrat for the Senate. That makes absolutely no sense. Alaska

was supposed to be an easy win. Without a majority in Congress and Senate there is little to no hope than any of these criminals

in the medical system will be held accountable.
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Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM
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"jNj", "Someone explain to me how Republican Governor in a 99.9% Red state loses to a Democrat for Congress." HeyJim, here's

your answer; unconstitutional, liberal/progressive/elitist concocted ranked choice voting (RCV), aka "instant runoff voting".

www.heritage.org/election-integrity/report/ranked-choice-voting-bad-ch..
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BECAUSE the mainstream media watchers are still be pumped full of Fauci's BS... the narrative out there is that the vaccine is

working, that's why they don't have the deaths anymore. Brilliant spin, eh? Talking logic to a MSM follower is useless! We know,

we're woke, but intelligent people are still falling for it. I want to scream THINK!!!! LOL
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DebbyW
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jamNjim, it's very likely that the Alaska election was tampered with. 'They' know how to do it now since they've had practice.
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Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM
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"Trust us, we are from your Government and we are smart."   Just Days After Phasing Out New Gas Cars, California Says "Avoid

Charging EVs" Amid Grid Emergency   www.zerohedge.com/weather/avoid-charging-evs-california-grid-operator-..
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rrealrose
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah, was speaking with someone north of San Fran yesterday. Between the heat wave and the excess a/c load on the grid,

energy pricing during peak useage hours has gone through the roof!
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Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM
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It's all planned. I can't believe the sheeple of CA didn't see this coming. They had their chance to recall Newsom and blew it. You

can't Fx stupid.
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brianallen1
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Newsome might have been actually recalled by a wide margin, but we'll never know with electronic voting.
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oldbiker562
Joined On 6/14/2021 12:17:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

well it's fall summer is over roll up your sleeves again lol , Jones town 3 just around the corner, there is no god but MSM and TV obey.

"Every media outlet in the United States shares at least one board (board of directors) member with at least one drug company."
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There is another factor nit considered in all the analysis, LOT #. This centralized database has one outstanding feature, selective

genocide. I would be curious as to the political lean of the victims in all these studies. If humanity surfaces from this obeah cess pool, It

will be a miracle.
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What if God Almighty is judging the nation because they have "forgotten God?" It seems that the people with more fear of God did not

get the shot and those with no fear of God trusted their govt fully and got the shot or caved to the pressure to keep their job, though

they might have lost their health or their life.
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“What if God Almighty is judging the nation because they have forgotten God?" This is exactly what Papacy and apostate

Protestants will say. “ We need to go back to God”, and Sunday Law - the Mark of Papal authority - will be instituted worldwide as

a mandate to all, Christians, other believers and atheists (according to Revelation 13). Right now it is coming to us as a “green”

Sunday as part of the climate agenda. Very soon the pendulum will swing to the right. Apostate Protestants ( most of them are

republicans) will unite with papacy to bring the Sunday mandate to all, and America -the land of free- that looks like a lamb (

Christ like nation) will “speak” like a dragon ( Satan) unleashing dark ages type of persecution for all who is not in tune with this

Sunday rest by law narrative. Covid mandate was just a great rehearsal.
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If up to 400,000 deaths per year happen because of "medical mistakes" (doctors and hospitals), how can we say that people not going

to the doctor or hospital has increased deaths?
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Bingo! Have scanned through every comment, and many have missed these points: 1. the opioid epidemic did not stop for covid,

and lockdowns just made it worse, and the southern US border crossings include fentynal could account for about 70,000 per

year, most in that middle age group. 2. How did US hospitals remain solvent during the lockdowns? Few were going there, except

those who had accidents or were really sick. Answ: Remdesivir and ventilators, the US HHS rebates for each step of the way to

killing people in hospitals, and 3. as you point out, medical errors need to Ft into the lockdown picture. .
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I read Mercola.com articles and our very valuable comments every night and have the health and political dedication to do that, but we

are rare exceptions. I talk to the people who don't get into the details, but they are voters, too. Albeit "low information voters," but their

vote counts just as much, so I simplify it for them by saying: "The virus is biological warfare against us and the so-called vaccine is also

biological warfare against us and gets the ones protected by their otherwise strong immune system.
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My son died in August of extreme pancreatitis. I feel almost certain that his two covid pFzer shots contributed to his death as his

symptoms were exactly the same as someone having covid. The cytokine storm which a certain doctor explained to us, happened in the

very same way. His pancreas attacked every single organ in his poor little body. I believe his pancreas was shot as his liver was not

Fltering right, his kidneys were not Fltering right, altho working some??? They are not sure what caused the pancreatitis we were told.

Just so many things mimic to the T, things that happen to our organs when we have Covid. Anyone else think this could have been the

case. I deFnitely do.
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I am so sorry to learn of your son's death. Hopefully, discovering what caused it will help other people from experiencing the

same.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/3/2022 9:31:38 PM
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OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The gun has taken up smoking.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/2/2022 3:37:04 PM
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sco4559
Joined On 6/15/2018 11:21:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Either way, it's all the government(s) fault for 1. needless lockdowns and or 2. approving bad gene therapies
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Sylvester2
Joined On 3/15/2008 1:20:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So glad I didn't get any of these poisons. Daughters each got one and are so sorry they did. Keep sharing your articles.
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If I am reading correctly, Table 7 seems to show the shots are lowering deaths by 50%. Observed deaths are much lower than expected

deaths. Charts and graphs give me panic attacks, so if anyone can explain this, that would be great.
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah. That one chart looked like deaths in most age groups was lower. I don't know if they labeled it wrong or created it wrong...
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zumbacjg
Joined On 4/18/2020 11:56:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Randyfast, from my research, COVID-19 & the qu are from different viruses. SARS & COVID-19 are from the spiky coronavirus &

inquenza is from the inquenza virus. Both are classiFed as respiratory illnesses but based on what I’ve read, I believe COVID-19 is a

blood & circulatory illness & that the spike protein causes damage to the endothelial cells that line one’s blood vessels. This damage

can result in major organ damage, including the heart. Moreover, guess what the vaccines cause your cells to produce? An engineered

spike protein. How much spike protein is produced? No one knows. How long do the cells produce the spike protein? No one is sure

except the vaccine produces keep hawking boosters. Do the engineered spike proteins stay localized at the injection site?

No, they have been found in organs such as the heart, lungs, ovaries & liver. The immune system tries to respond in Fre Fghting mode to

the invasion of spike proteins from the vaccine. It is little wonder to me that latent diseases like cancer & autoimmune diseases are a

result of an exhausted immune system. Dr. Judy Mitcovits did a great job of explaining this response in an interview with Dr. Mercola.

Dr. Mercola & other brave doctors like David McCullough, Vladimir Zelenco (deceased), Judy Mitcovits, Stephanie Seneff, David Martin,

David Brownstein have been speaking the truth about the pandemic but at a huge cost to their careers. These brave men & women are

the heroes of the pandemic.
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rjk6619
Joined On 10/2/2018 11:29:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The plan to depopulate!  Working perfectly.  It will keep working because of sheer stupidity.
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lea6935
Joined On 7/16/2017 7:37:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Biological warfare from within.
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Rod Hays
Joined On 4/12/2007 11:31:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm now 73 and still alive and healthy. Never followed any of the CDC advice. It now been 60 years since I've been to a doctor  Never had

health insurance and still don't expect for the free plan A the government gave me.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Even though I refused part B, they kept taking money for it. It took me 7 months of Fghting for them to stop and refund the

money. They must count on most people just throwing up their hands and  giving in.
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che831739
Joined On 7/28/2021 9:16:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Looking for a previous commenter, they have 20+ year old cats, they said they give their 2 cats two pills crushed everyday. T-Relief

Arnica +12 and Bioplasma. I got the 2 pills, crush them, and add to their breakfast. My oldest is 17 and he sleeps almost all day long

now, so I cut back to a half of T-Relief and he still sleeps a lot. I am wondering if this is an allergy or if he is Fnally able to sleep well

from relief.
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